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Good afternoon Senator Harrigan, Chairman of the Committee on
Government Services, Consumer and Veterans Affairs, other members of the
Committee, other senators present, members of the Legislative staff, ladies and
gentlemen present and in the viewing and listening audience. I am Steven van
Beverhoudt, the Virgin Islands Inspector General. I am here today to comment on
Bill 31-0014 – An Act amending Title 33 Virgin Islands Code, adding Chapter 120
to re-establish the Office of the Virgin Islands Inspector General (OVIIG) as a
separate and independent agency of the Government.
This Bill was heavily debated during this committee’s meeting of April 15,
2015. As I did at that meeting, I fully support the Bill and ask your support in
taking another step in the right direction of Government accountability. There are
two minor recommended amendments to the current version, which I will discuss
shortly.
This body in September of this year approved, and Governor Mapp signed
into law a Fiscal Year 2016 lump sum budget of $2 million for the OVIIG.
However, by correspondence dated October 26, 2015, the Budget Director notified

me that there was going to be a 3% cut in the Fiscal Year 2016 allotment. This cut
amounts to $60,000, which is miniscule when compared to the overall Government
budget, but is very significant to our operations. Sixty thousand dollars represents
an auditor’s position. This cut comes as we are going through the interview process
in both districts of potential candidates seeking employment with our agency.
This, ladies and gentlemen is an example of exactly why the OVIIG needs to
be independent from the control of the Executive Branch. The Legislature, when
Act 6333 was passed, intended that the OVIIG be independent in appearance and
in actuality from the controls of the Executive Branch. Title 3, Section 1202(a) of
the Virgin Islands Code states; “The V. I. Inspector General shall prepare and
submit to the Legislature an annual budget that includes staffing levels for the
Office of the V. I. Inspector General. The budget, once appropriated by the
Legislature, shall be allotted in its entirety at the commencement of the fiscal
year.” (emphasis added) Confusion was created by a 2002 Attorney General Letter
of Advice, which basically stated that because the OVIIG’s enabling legislation is
included under Title 3 (Executive Branch) of the Code, the agency is controlled by
the directives of the Executive Branch, thus Bill 31-0014.
The opposing testimony at the April 15, 2015, hearing centered on the
percentage of the Government’s budget method originally proposed in 31-0014 to
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the funding of the OVIIG. In discussions after the hearing and in my subsequent
meetings with almost each Senator of the 31st Legislature, I indicated that I would
not object to leaving the funding language as it currently exists in Title 3, Section
1202(a), provided that the independence of the OVIIG is maintained. The current
revisions to 31-0014 address the majority of the concerns voiced to me at our
meetings. It is my understanding that by moving the OVIIG enabling legislation
from Title 3 to Title 33 the issues of the 2002 Attorney General’s Letter of Advice
will be resolved.
Attached to this testimony is a copy of a guest editorial that I distributed
shortly after the April 15th hearing. It explains in detail the reasons why the Virgin
Islands need a truly independent OVIIG. I request that it be made a part of the
official record of my testimony here today.
As I indicated, there are two minor recommended amendments as follows:
 Page 5, line 17 after “… recipient of funds from the Virgin Islands…”
insert “Government”.
 Page 8, line 24 after “…once appropriated by the Legislature, must be
allotted…” insert “in its entirety”.
In summary, I again must bring to your attention the structures of the public
auditors of Guam and the Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas Islands
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(CNMI). Guam’s public auditor is authorized by Guam’s Organic Act,
elected by the citizens of Guam, and is independent in all aspects. The public
auditor of the CNMI is appointed by their Governor and is also independent
as stated in their Constitution. Neither public auditor is required to report to
a board.
Assuming that the structure, as contained in Bill 31-0014, resolves the
lack of independence in appearance and in fact of the current statute, I
maintain my full support of Bill 31-0014 with the suggested amendments
previously mentioned.
I thank you for the opportunity to be here today, and I am available to
answer your questions.
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